MASTER’S DEGREES
The last name of the faculty director is provided, if known

SUMMER 1965

Griswold, Bobby Lee -- The Truman Administration and the Attack on the National Origins System

Jeffery, Gretchen Marie -- Little Rock Crisis

Mattson, Vernon Eugene -- American Deism in the Eighteenth Century

Pierce, Michael Dale -- Politics in Reconstruction: A Study of the Political Aspects of Presidential Reconstruction

Sellers, Richard West -- The Fur Trade in Northwest as an Instrument of National Expansion

Tompkins, Rosemary Colborn -- Alexander Kerensky and the Kornilov Affair

FALL 1965

Brown, Deward Clayton -- Anti-Catholicism in Contemporary America, 1920-1960


Flannery, Tina -- Mexican Military Movements in the Texas Revolution

Haskins, Victor Lyle -- Role of the British at the World Disarmament Conference, 1932-1934

Ruckle, Kenneth Val -- The German Response to American Diplomacy

SPRING 1966

Hurst, James Willard -- The Slave Trade Question in European Diplomacy 1807-1822

SUMMER 1966

Griffin, Roger Allen -- The British-Loyalist Strategy to Recover the Southern Provinces During the American Revolution

Hitt, James Edward Jr. -- Trends Toward State’s Rights in the Federalist Party, 1803-1815

Miller, Guy Howard -- Robert Harley and the Great Tory Ministry, 1710-1713

Morris, Clovis Gwin -- The Kentucky Resolutions: A Re-examination
Phillips, Dennis Heath -- Rhodesia, Rebellion and the Anglo Response

Polk, Travis Ray -- The Ford Motor Company’s Resistance to the Labor Movement in Dallas

SeaBrook, John Howard II -- Righteousness at Any Cost: A Study in the Thought of William Thomas Manning

Smith, Steward Dean -- Slavery in the Federalist Party

Tunnell, Teddy Bill Jr. -- Henry Clay Warmoth and the Politics of Coalition

Wolfskill, Walter Garrett -- The Texas Insurance Scandal: A Study of Inadequate Regulation

FALL 1966

Delafield, Charles Henry, Jr. -- Administration of the Atlantic Blockade

Dickeson, Sherrill Lynn -- The Texas Cotton Trade During the Civil War

Marusak, Leonard F. -- The German Submarine Cable and United States Diplomacy, 1914-1927

Morris, Marion Beth -- The History of the Mexican Contract Labor Program, 1942-1966

Tibbitts, Bradford Whittier -- John Adams’ Mission to the Netherlands, 1780-1782

SPRING 1967

Shewmake, Antoinette Catherine -- The Role of Beaumarchais in the American Revolution

SUMMER 1967

Carrier, John Pressley -- Constitutional Change in Texas During the Reconstruction, 1865-1876

Graham, Carmen Anita -- Municipal Incorporation for the Purpose of Liquor Sales: A Case Study of Impact, Texas

Greenfield, Patsy Jean -- Lenin: Theorist and Politician

Karrer, Carolyn Lucille -- John Tyler and the Whig Legislation of the Twenty-Seventh Congress

Kelley, James N. -- The Early Career of Daniel Finch, Second Earl of Nottingham, 1679-1693

McLendon, Mack Murphy -- Socialist Reaction to Marxism in Late Victorian England
Sargent, Arthur Lloyd -- The Disestablishment and Disendowment of the Church in Wales

FALL 1967

Shelton, Jerry R. -- General Albert C Wedemeyer and the Fall of China

Downing, Clayton W. -- Role of the Journalists During the Presidency of Andrew Jackson

Lindley, Melba Sherwood -- War-Time Party Politics: The Election of 1864

Pendleton, Eldridge Honaker Jr. -- Silas Wright and the Anti-Rent War, 1844-1846

Simpson, John Eddins -- The Expeditions of Narcisso Lopez and the South, 1850-1851

SPRING 1968

Davis, Marlene -- Jesse Henry Leavenworth-Indian Agent

Stevens, John Theodore -- The Hoare-Laval Plan and the Sanctions Crisis of 1935

Strother, Guy Thomas -- Professional Baseball and Antitrust Laws

SUMMER 1968

Dwyer, Thomas Ryle -- Sinn Fein and the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921

Ellis, Steve Erwin -- Attempts to Curb the Power of the Supreme Court During the Marshall Era, 1801-1835

Graffham, Beverly Jean -- Land, Property, and the Chickasaws: The Indian Territory Experience

Nelson, Donald Fowler -- American Public Opinion During Crises in Japanese-American Relations in the Early Twentieth Century

FALL 1968

Cobelle, Peter Woods -- George Perkins and the Progressive Party: A Study of Divergent Goals

Johnson, William Conley -- Russia and the Balkan Wars

Odom, Sue Kirby -- British Opponents of the Great War

Paz, Denis George -- The Papal Aggression: Creation of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy in England, 1850
Prather, Charles Thomas -- The Evolution of the Executive Offices of the Continental Navy

Snyder, Pauline Ann -- The Political Approach of the British Labour Party Toward Unemployment During the Labour Premierships of J Ramsay MacDonald

Verelst, Robert -- Kinzula Dam: A Study in the Congressional Disruption, Relocation, Resettlement, and Rehabilitation of the Seneca Nation of Indians

Walter, Rodney John -- The History of Denton County, Texas, 1900-1950

SPRING 1969

Cuéllar, Robert A. -- A Social and Political History of the Mexican-American Population of Texas, 1926-63

Dillon, Lester Reed Jr. -- American Artillery in the Mexican War, 1846-1847

O’Shea, Timothy T. -- Perspectives on the Historio-Sociological Novel: Frank Norris’ The Octopus

SUMMER 1969

Hoffman, John Raymond -- National Promotion of Western Roads and Canals, 1785-1830

Ledbetter, Billy Don -- Confederate Texas: A Political Study, 1861-1865

McLeod, Joseph A. -- Whig Influence Among the Texas Redeemers, 1874-1895

Trugman, Ann -- Victorian Ideology and British Children’s Literature, 1870-1914

FALL, 1969

Bain, Kenneth Ray -- The Changing Basis of the Republican Party, 1865-1877 -- Scroggs

Clark, Linda Mae -- The Evolution of the Civil Rights Movement, 1866-1883 -- Scroggs

Colton, Ronald Wayne -- Federal Irrigation Legislation -- Stephens

McCarty, Jerry Lynn -- The Provincial Congress of North Carolina, 1774-1776 -- Ayer

Naberhaus, William Joseph -- America’s Postwar Settlement: Dollar Diplomacy in Europe, 1919-1925 -- Odom

Ward, Richard Allen -- Great Britain and the Russian Ukase of September 16, 1821 – Nichols
SPRING 1970


SUMMER 1970

Coldwell, Norma Abels -- The History of Braniff in Peru -- Huddleston

Levisay, David Allen -- Locofocos, Van Buren Democrats and Progress -- Vaughn

Robnett, Fenton Wayne -- Mobil Oil Corporation: Evolution of its Corporate Identity -- Odom

Shafeeq, Samuel -- British Reactions to the Sepoy Mutiny, 1857-58 -- Nichols

White, Jerran Burris -- The Missionary Work of Samuel A Worcester Among the Cherokee, 1825-1840 -- Vaughn

Wilson, Chikem O. -- Whig Campaign of 1840: Henry Clay and Election of 1844 -- Vaughn

FALL 1970

Brown, Nettie Terry -- Women’s Suffrage in Oklahoma -- Pickens

Irvin, Bobbye H. -- Black-White Relations in Texas, 1874-1896 -- Smallwood


SPRING 1971

Peters, Robert C., Jr. -- John Sevier: A Re-evaluation -- Ayer

Stanglin, Gerald M. -- Slave Trade Question in Anglo-American Relations, 1840-62 -- Nichols

SUMMER 1971

Cox, James Loy -- Confederate Arkansas: A Study in State Politics -- Scroggs

Fine, Bernice Rash -- Agrarian Reform and the Texas Negro Farmer, 1886-1896 -- Smallwood

Hardi, John T. -- The Military and Political Career of Santos Degollado, 1854-61 -- Chipman

Hollingsworth, Ann Prather -- Reform Government in Dallas -- Wilson
McCaulley, Dennis Paul -- Anticlericalism in the Sonoran Dynasty -- Chipman

Zenick, Gerald -- Henry Watterson, the Coincidental Redeemer -- Smallwood

FALL 1971

Boeding, Michael Alexander -- Henry Clay and the Peculiar Institution -- Vaughn

Calabria, Jane Spradley -- Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Attitude toward the Asian Empires of Great Britain and France -- Kamman

Hale, Jeffrey Lee -- The Humanism of George Orwell -- Lowry

Joseph, Harriett Denise -- Calles, the Church, and the Constitution: Relations between the Roman Catholic Church and the Mexican State, 1924-1929 -- Chipman

Keener, Charles Virgil -- Racial Turmoil in Texas, 1865-1874 -- Scroggs

McCarty, Robert Louis -- The Reform of Medical Education, 1900-1932 -- Odom

Ramsey, David Orville -- A History of the Itasca Cotton Manufacturing Company -- Smallwood

Roberts, Ruth Carolyn -- Anglo-Spanish Relations During World War I -- Lowry

Wilson, Edwina Lynn -- The Nature and Degree of Feminine Influence on English Politics from 1702 to 1737 as Exemplified by Five Women -- Snapp

SPRING 1972

Baker, Suzanne Helen -- The Coming of Conscription in Britain -- Lowry

Gilson, Margaret M -- A History of the Texas Electric Railway, 1917-1955 -- Odom

SUMMER 1972

Burkholder, Billy Vaughn -- The Nazi Blood Purge of 1934 -- Healey

DeWeese, Theodore Dallas -- A History of the Pennsylvania Militia through 1783 -- Bowman

Dixon, Thomazena -- Teschene Question at the Paris Peace Conference, 1919-1920 -- Lowry

Duke, Betty Lee -- John Bell: Jacksonian Rebel -- Vaughn

Neel, Ben W. -- Samuel Gompers, Anti-Injunction Movement, and Campaign of 1908 -- Odom
Presnall, Patricia C. -- The Beginnings of City Planning in Dallas, Texas -- Wilson

FALL 1972

Collins, Larry Don -- Thomas Jefferson and the Quid Revolt -- Vaughn

Engerrand, Steven W -- Economic and Geographic Mobility in Dallas, 1880-1910 -- Hagler


Traffas, Joan -- The ‘Viva Kennedy’ Clubs in South Texas

Waters, Phil Wayne, Jr. -- Martin Van Buren and Slavery -- Vaughn

SPRING 1973

Eakin, Charles Moran -- Goethe and the Classical

Pierce, Walter R. -- The German Officer Corps and the Socialists, 1918-1920: A Reappraisal

SUMMER 1973

Rosendahl, Nancy Diane -- John Quincy Adams and Slavery

Specht, Joe W. -- Andrew Jackson and the Problem of Internal Improvements -- Vaughn

Summers, Herbert Roland, Jr. -- Broadsides of Ink: A Study of the Controversies About the Battle of Jutland -- Lowry

FALL 1973

Asberry, Robert Lee -- James Madison and the Patronage Problem, 1809-1817 -- Vaughn

Beatty, James Paul -- Thomas Jefferson and Slavery -- Vaughn

Behrens, Martha Skeeters -- Martin Luther’s View of Woman -- Painter

Tatom, E. Lynn -- The Secret Six and Their Theory of Autonomous Individualism -- Pickens

Witherspoon, William Orville -- Populism in Jack County, Texas

SPRING 1974

Jeffrey, Michael Alan -- Armored Tactics from Kadesh to Israel: A Study of Mobile Warfare from Biblical Times to the Present -- Lowry
SUMMER 1974
Houseman, Patricia Ann -- Anglo-American Discord: The Invasion and Occupation of Italy

FALL 1974
Moore, Charles Latham -- Texas and the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 -- Campbell
Rainwater, Roger Lee -- British Opinion and the Coming of the Franco-Prussian War, 1866-1870 -- Nichols
Tompkins, George W., Jr. -- Racial Discrimination and the Equalization of Negro and White Teachers: Salaries in Dallas Public Schools -- Wilson

SPRING 1975
Green, Barbara Layenette -- Slaves, Ships, and Citizenship: Congressional Response to the Coastwise Slave Trade and Status of Slaves on the High Seas, 1830-1842
Hammonds, Nancy Jones -- Gladstone, Egypt, and the Sudan, 1880-1885 -- Lowry
Mangrum, Robert Glen – Mr. Stanton’s Navy: The US Army Ram Fleet and Mississippi Marine Brigade, 1862-1864
Morris, Linda Kay -- The Southern Local Colorists and the New South Ideology: A Study in Literary Transition
Nance, Carol C. -- United States Army Scouts: Southwestern Experience, 1866-90 -- Stephens
Wilson, Gary Edward -- Demagoguery in the Presidential Election of 1800

SUMMER 1975
Geels, James Edward -- The German-American Bund: Fifth Column or Deutschtum? -- Kamman
Gow, Douglas Robert -- The Economic Background of the Dominican Customs Receivership, 1882-1907 -- Ayer
Milner, Elmer R. -- Lost Battalion: Second Battalion 131st Field Artillery, 1940-45 -- Stephens
Peacock, Robert Gary -- Origins of Commission Government in Dallas, 1902-1907 -- Calvert
FALL 1975

Fraley, James Raymond, Jr. -- Adolf Hitler’s Decision to Invade the Soviet Union -- Healey

Hall, Elizabeth Jane -- The Crusade Against Lynching -- Scroggs

Hunt, Melanie Grove -- Machiavelli and Myth

Pilot, Diane A. -- The Vital Imperative of Oswald Spengler’s Philosophy of History -- Lowry

SPRING 1976

Greene, Gayle Lee -- The European View of the Incas in the Sixteenth Century -- Huddleston

Hopkins, Karen Leigh -- Martin Luther: Protagonist of Authoritarianism -- Painter

Kelly, Melody S. -- A Descriptive Account of United States Government Documents Pertaining to the History of United States Diplomatic Relations with Mexico, 1821-1846 -- Chipman

Lowry, Sharon Kathleen O’Brien -- The Political Life of a Carpetbagger: Stephen W. Dorsey, 1873-1883 -- Calvert

Miller, Roger Gene -- Winfield Scott and the Sinews of War: The Logistics of the Mexico City Campaign, October 1846-September 1847 -- Stephens

Walker, Judson Steely, II -- The Diplomacy of Prohibition

SUMMER 1976

Alexander, Vern Louis -- Black Opposition to Participation in American Military Engagements from the American Revolution to Vietnam -- Hagler

Barvin, Linn H. -- Twilight of Laissez-Faire: Campaign for Ten Hours, 1831-1853 -- Nichols

Blackman, Amanda H. -- GK Chesterton: Twentieth Century Catholic Reformer -- Lowry

Bodnar, John Allan -- “With All Deliberate Speed:” The Fifth Circuit Court District Judges and School Desegregation -- Seligmann

Haney, Jan Patton -- A Study of Southern Insurgency Within the Texas Congressional Delegation, 1933-1938 -- Smallwood

FALL 1976

Burke, Kenneth Alton -- Irish Members of Parliament and the Home Rule Bill of 1912 -- Healey
SPRING 1977

Baker, Bonnie Riddle -- The Role of Illusion in the Making of the Versailles Treaty -- Lowry
Norman, John Olan -- The Imperial Survivors: Mythical Gods of the Counterrevolution -- Eaton
Snapp, Elizabeth M. -- Government Printing Patronage and the Press, 1829-1837 -- Vaughn

SUMMER 1977

Fling, William Jackson, III -- The Catholic Henry IV and the Papacy -- Painter
Marsh, Richard Dean -- James K. Polk and Slavery -- Vaughn
Spencer, Judith Ann -- Their Faltering Footsteps: Hardships Suffered by the Confederate Civilians on the Homefront in the American Civil War -- Scroggs

FALL 1977

Collins, Sally Jean Bumpas -- Impeachment as a Political Weapon -- Vaughn
Lindley, Melinda Ann -- History of Debutante Presentation in Dallas, 1884-1977 -- Stephens
Rainwater, Patricia Hickman -- Economic Cooperation: American Labor’s Alternative to Modern Industrialism -- Scroggs
Wood, Jeffrey C. -- Classic May Collapse: Review of Evidence and Interpretations -- Huddleston

SPRING 1978

Fielder, Bruce Martin -- The Mexican Connection: Confederate and Union Diplomacy on the Rio Grande, 1861-1865 -- Scroggs

SUMMER 1978

King, Amelia Kay -- James Keenan: United States Consul to Hong Kong -- Detrick
Mannerling, Lynne Michelle -- A Venture into Internationalism: Roosevelt and the Refugee Crisis of 1938 -- Chipman
Mays, Gladys D. -- Martin Luther: Father of Freedom or Father of Authoritarianism -- Painter

FALL 1978

Fortin, Maurice G., Jr. -- Confederate Military Operations in Arkansas, 1861-1865
Hamel, Howard Cary -- Dependence upon Oil and Its Influence on Foreign Policy

SPRING 1979

Daniel, Edward Oda -- Sam Rayburn: Trials of a Party Man -- Lowry

Milner, Elmer R. -- Agonizing Evolution: The Texas National Guard, 1900-1945 -- Stephens

Saxon, Gerald Douglas -- The Politics of Expansion: Texas as an Issue in National Politics, 1819-1845 -- Odom

Wilson, Gary Edward -- American Prisoners in the Barbary Nations, 1784-1816 -- Vaughn

SUMMER 1979

Griffin, James Patrick -- The 1948 States’ Rights Democratic Movement in Texas -- Kelly

Helms, Dorcas Kaye -- An Uneasy Alliance: The Relationship Between Jefferson and Burr, 1791-1807 -- Vaughn

FALL 1979


Chapin, Walter Tribble -- Presidential Reconstruction in Texas, 1865-1867 -- Scroggs

England, B. Jane -- Roger Fry: Critic to an Age -- Lowry

Igbineweka, Andrew O. -- The British Occupation of Southern Nigeria, 1851-1906 -- Nichols

Riney, James Edward -- The Farmers’ Alliance in Wise County, Texas, 1880-1897 -- Pearson

SPRING 1980

Wilkin, Mark -- The Jay Treaty: Ratification and Response -- Vaughn

SUMMER 1980

Sukhabanjij, Thavit -- Mathematical Messiah: Robert Recorde and the Popularization of Mathematics in the Sixteenth Century -- Painter

FALL 1980

Forst, Eugene Ray -- Joseph Wood Krutch’s Intellectual Quest -- Pickens
Imaikop, Francis Ekpo -- Social Change and Nigerian Agriculture

Sharp, Betty C. -- Wawrnzyiec Goslicki: The Counsellor -- Eaton

FALL 1981


SPRING 1982

Minor, David -- Anthropology as Administrative Tool: The Use of Applied Anthropology by the War Relocation Authority -- Kelly

Purcell, Linda Sheryl Myers -- Slavery in the Republic of Texas -- Campbell

SPRING 1983

Zemler, Jeffrey Allen -- The Texas Press and the Filibusters of the 1850s: Lopez, Carvajal, and Walker -- Hagler

SUMMER 1983

Urie, Dale Marie -- John Calvin: Cultural Revolutionary -- Painter

Wood, Ronnie Paul -- Slave Trade Question in Anglo-French Diplomacy, 1830-45 -- Nichols

FALL 1983

Morris, Jan Jenkins -- The Enlightenment and the Englishwoman -- Nichols

Perez, Joan Jenkins -- David Hume and the Enlightenment Legacy -- Painter

SPRING 1984

Durick, William Gerard -- To the Berlin Games: The Olympic Movement in Germany from 1896-1936 -- Lowry

SUMMER 1984

Echeverria, Jeronima -- Amerikanuak Eta Asmoak: New World Basques and Immigration Theories -- Seligmann

FALL 1984

Spencer, Mark Benner -- Louis XI and the Feudality of France, 1461-1483 -- Coomes
FALL 1985

SUMMER 1986
Haaser, Robert Joseph -- No Thesis -- Vaughn (Kamman)
Perry, Suzanne -- No Thesis -- Painter

FALL 1986
Cruz, Richard Alan -- Hannah Arendt: The Philosopher in History -- Painter
Sandell, Velma Irene -- The Effect of the Assimilation of the La Reunion Colonists on the Development of Dallas and Dallas Country -- Stephens

SPRING 1987
Peterson, Jody L. -- Anglo-American Relations and the Problem of a Jewish State, 1945-1948 -- Lowry

FALL 1987
Shuttlesworth, William T. -- Lord Acton is the Liberal Catholic Movement, 1858-75 -- Nichols
Wright, Crystal Renee Murray -- From the Hague to Nuremberg: International Law and War, 1898-1945 -- Lowry

SPRING 1988
Gilbert, Robert Simms -- No Thesis -- Painter

SUMMER 1988
McDaniel, Robert Wayne -- Muenster, Texas: A Centennial History -- Stephens
Norred, Patricia A. -- Savonarola and the Problem of Humanist Reform in Florence -- Painter
Painter, William Ernest, Jr. -- Authorship, Content and Intention in the West Saxon Consolation of Philosophy -- Baker

FALL 1988
Kelso, Carl Joseph -- The Heloise of History -- Baker
Kronwall, Mary Elizabeth -- Great Britain, the Council of Foreign Ministries, and the Origins of the Cold War, 1947 -- Lowry

SPRING 1989

Walvoord, Kreg Anthony -- Czechoslovakia's Fortifications: Their Development and Impact on Czech and German Confrontation -- Lowry

Wheeler, Clark Vincent -- No Thesis -- La Forte

SUMMER 1989

Burley, Rickey Joe -- No Thesis -- Painter

FALL 1989

Cross, Thomas Clinton -- No Thesis -- Stephens

Wellborn, Mark Alan -- Texas and the CCC: A Case Study in the Successful Administration of a Confederated State and Federal Program -- Marcello

SPRING 1990

Young, Thomas -- No Thesis -- Baker

SUMMER 1990

Hinely, Donal Preston -- No Thesis -- Lowry

Schneider, Frederick Walter -- Advising the ARVN: Lieutenant General Samuel T. Williams in Vietnam, 1955-1960 -- Lane

Shirley, Howard Douglas -- No Thesis -- Bowman

FALL 1990

Daniels, John David -- The Political Philosophy of Sam Houston -- Campbell

Jones, Waller Finley -- Japanese Attitudes Toward Prisoners of War: Feudal Resurgence in Kokutai No Hongi -- Marcello

SPRING 1991

Beims, Phillip Eric -- Owen Glendower and the Welsh Fight for Independence -- Painter
Field, Carol Hammond -- Lay Spirituality in Fourteenth-Century England -- Baker

Hullett, Robert Dunlith -- No Thesis -- Baker

Peterson, Rebecca C. -- Dante, Machiavelli, and Luther: The Evolution of the Modern State -- Painter

Sullivan, Tracy Elizabeth -- No Thesis -- Baker

SUMMER 1991

Hinton, Valerie J. -- No Thesis -- Hagler

McGinnis, Jon David -- Luther the Augustinian: Augustine Pelagianism and Luther's Philosophy of Man -- Painter

Miller, Douglas William -- Humanism and the Artist Raphael: A View of Renaissance History Through his Humanist Accomplishments -- Painter

Miller, Julie Kaye -- No Thesis -- Campbell

Pierce, Jeffrey Jay -- No Thesis -- Lowry

FALL 1991

Doyle, John Francis -- Humphrey Duke of Gloucester and the Introduction of Italian Humanism in Fifteenth Century England -- Baker

Garrett, Jay Allen -- No Thesis -- Kamman

Maxwell, Lisa Christina -- Class and Freedom of Choice in the Marriage Patterns of Antebellum Texas Women -- Campbell

SPRING 1992

Bellah, Marc William -- No Thesis - Kamman

Cruse, Stephen Douglas -- Roads for Texas: Creation of a State Highway Department -- Odom

Gray, Stephen Michael -- No Thesis -- Kamman

Guzman, Jane Bock -- Dallas Barrio Women of Power -- Seligmann

Johnson, Ken Rhon -- No Thesis -- Painter
Maschino, Ellen Marie -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Smith, Tearice -- No Thesis -- Painter

SUMMER 1992

Antle, Michael Lee -- Progressivism, Prohibition and War, Texas, 1914-1918

Breaux, Rhonda Janise -- Charles Beard Versus the Founding Fathers: Property Concepts in the Eighteenth Century -- Seligmann

Lynass, Kathryn Rose -- The Life and Legend of Godfrey of Bouillon: The Development of a Cultural Hero in Art and Literature -- Baker

Mann, Georgia Allene -- Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-Le-Duc (1814-1879) and the Romantic Reform Movement in Architecture -- Lowry

Smith, Melinda Connelly -- Congressional Reconstruction in Dallas County, Texas: Was It Radical? -- Campbell

FALL 1992

Austin, Kenneth – No Thesis

Carlisle, Jeffrey D. -- The Evolution of the Treatment of Captives by Indians of the Northeastern Woodlands from Earliest European Contact through the War of 1812 -- Stephens

Eastwood, Kelly Ann – No Thesis -- La Forte

Hastings, Preston Bruce -- Proportional Representation and the Weimar Constitution -- Lowry

Nolen, Glenn – No Thesis

SPRING 1993

Brown, Byron D., III -- Influence of Pragmatism in the Essays of Randolph Bourne -- Pickens

De Waters, Diane K. -- Albert Speer at Nuremberg -- Lowry

Furlet, Brooke Gardiner -- The Influence of Naval Strategy on Churchill's Foreign Policy: May-September 1940 -- Lowry

Hodges, Ann Elizabeth – No Thesis -- La Forte

Luebbehusen, Janice McDuff -- No Thesis -- Bowman
McCrain, James Barton -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Richey, David B. -- George Washington's Development as an Espionage Chief -- Bowman

Tate, Michael Joseph -- The Causes of the American Civil War: Trends in Historical Interpretation, 1950-1976 -- Hagler

SUMMER 1993

Clinesmith, Curtis – No Thesis

Durrer, Rebecca A. -- Knightly Gentlemen: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and His Historical Novels -- Lowry

Hodges, Ann – No Thesis

Kimball, Toshla Rene -- Women, War, and Work: British Women in Industry 1914-19 -- Lowry

Lhuillier, David Leon III -- No Thesis -- Kamman

Mitchell, John Alex III -- Bolshevik Britain: An Examination of British Labor Unrest in the Wake of the Russian Revolution, 1919 -- Lowry

Parnell, John Robert -- No Thesis -- Painter

FALL 1993

Dean, Camille K -- True Religion: Reflections of British Churches and the New Poor Law in the Periodical Press of 1834 -- Morris

SPRING 1994

Caton, Michelle Collier -- No Thesis - Lowry

Clark, Rhonda Ingold -- The Communist Party and Soviet Literature, 1887-1953 — Lowry

Henley, Shelly -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Price, Peggy -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Snow, Livveun Ray -- The Texas Response to the Mexican Revolution: Texans' Involvement with U.S. Foreign Policy toward Mexico during the Wilson Administration
SUMMER 1994

Culberson, James – Obedience and Disobedience in English Political Thought, 1528-1558

Mavros, John – No Thesis

FALL 1994

Brennan, Carl Brennan -- Booker T. Washington & the Myth of Accommodation -- Smallwood


Lipscomb, Carol A -- "Sorrow Whispers in the Winds": The Republic of Texas's Comanche Indian Policy, 1836-1846 - Chipman

Pickard, Kelli Lynn -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Polatti, Gaylon -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Simpson, Patrick Brent -- The History of the 389th Bombardment Group (H): A Study of the Use and Misuse of Strategic Bombers in the Second World War -- Marcello

SPRING 1995

Atkinson, Maurice Scott -- No Thesis -- Kamman

Callaway, Rhonda -- No Thesis -- Lowry

Largent, Mark -- Black Nationalism Reinterpreted -- Hilliard

Perry, Sharon -- No Thesis -- La Forte

Spencer, William Austin -- No Thesis --Lowe

SUMMER 1995

Bauhs, James Anthony -- George Orwell as Social Conservative: Populism, Pessimism, and Nationalism in an Organic Community, 1934-43 -- Lowry

Daniel, Dane Thor -- The Empyrean: The Pinnacle of the Medieval World View (Twelfth-Fourteenth Centuries) -- DeCarvalho

Stewart, Richard Matthew -- Intellectuals and National Socialism: The Cases of Jung, Heidegger and Fischer -- Lowry
Woods, Stephen Thomas -- No Thesis -- Hagler

Wunderlich, Jo Parks -- Echoes of Eugenics: Roe v. Wade -- Pickens

FALL 1995

Brun-Ozuna, Barbara -- Marshall Roberts Sanguinet, Architect -- Wilson

Hallmark, James -- The Prusso-Saxon Army and the Battles of Jena and Auerstadt, October 14, 1806 -- Eaton

Koontz, Christopher -- The Cultural Politics of Baldur von Schirach, 1925-1940 -- Lowry

Perkins, John -- Daniel's Battery: A Narrative History and Socio-Economic Study of the Ninth Texas Field Battery -- Lowe

SPRING 1996

Hancock, W. Daniel -- Congressional & Political Career of John Hancock 1865-85 -- Seligmann

Kistner, Michael -- A Study of the Anti-Catholic Bias Contained Within Jacob Burckhardt's The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy -- Painter

McClure, Marc Eric -- George Rublee: A Voice of Reason -- Lowry

Pinkney, Kathryn -- The Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program in Texas: Kaiser/Prudential Health Plan, the Formative Years -- Stephens

Price, Tammi Kay -- No Thesis -- Lowe


Sommer, Scott Finlay -- No Thesis -- Smallwood

Stuntz, Jean Allison -- The Persistence of Castilian Law in Frontier Texas: The Legal Status of Women -- Chipman

SUMMER 1996

Hasier, Paulette -- No Thesis -- Marcello

Speed, Heather -- The Influence of Quakerism on Sarah and Angelina Grimke -- Hagler
Williamson, Bill A. -- America and the Debate Over Aid to South Vietnam January - April 1975 -- Kamman

FALL 1996

Cooper, Lance Andrew -- Development of the Texas Bill of Rights -- Campbell

Maynard, Stephen Ronald -- Marine Defense Battalions, October 1939-December 1942: Their Contributions in the Early Phases of World War II -- Marcello

Miller, Michael Carl -- The Vietnam Veteran and Agent Orange: Placing a Scientific Problem in a Public Policy Setting -- Seligmann

SPRING 1997

Crytzer, Erik -- The Love Field Controversy: Citizens Opposition to an Urban Airport, 1953-1986 -- Stephens

Dostert, Mark Christopher -- Just and Unjust War Concepts in the Political and Theological Writings of Ulrich Zwingli, 1510-22: Their Medieval and Renaissance Religious and Intellectual Background and Their Adaptation to the Swiss Protestant Reformation, 1523-31 -- Stern


SUMMER 1997

Bridges, Lee Hammond -- Anti-Semitism and Der Sturner on Trail in Nuremberg, 1945-1946: The Case of Julius Streicher -- Lowry

Wilson, David Arlin -- No Thesis -- Lowry

FALL 1997

Carawan, James Terry -- Populism and the Poll Tax: The Politics and Propaganda of Suffrage Restrictions in North Texas, 1892-1904 -- Campbell

McCoy, George -- No Thesis -- Hagler

SPRING 1998

Bridges, Kenneth -- The Texas Presidencies: Presidential Leadership in the Republic of Texas, 1836-1845 -- Stephens
Lovette, John -- No Thesis -- Campbell

Newland, Linda--Persistence of Antebellum Planter Families in Postbellum East Texas—Campbell

Page, James—“These Whigs are Singing Songs Again!” Whig Songs as Campaign Literature in the 1844 Presidential Race--Seligmann

Jackson, Sarah—No Thesis—Lowe

SUMMER 1998

Frantz, David -- No Thesis -- Lowry

Blanchette, Crispin Scott -- Re-Examining the Battle of the Bulge: Assessing the Role of Strategic Intelligence and Coalition Warfare Against the 1944 Wehrmacht -- Lewis

Blevins, Jeff -- The British Foreign Officer Views and the Making of the 1907 Anglo-Russian Entente, from the 1890’s Through August 1907 -- Lowry

Gentry, David -- No Thesis -- Stern

Kirby, Cynthia -- No Thesis -- Painter

Wadsworth, Robert -- No Thesis – de Carvalho

FALL 1998

Hamaker, Blake Richard -- Making a Good Soldier: A Historical and Quantitative Study of the 15th Texas Infantry, CSA -- Lowe

Martin, Dan -- No Thesis -- Hilliard

Parker, Scott Dennis -- “The Best Stuff Which the State Affords:” A Portrait of the Fourteenth Texas Infantry in the Civil War, 1862-1865 -- Lowe

SPRING 1999

LeBoutillier, Peter -- No Thesis -- Eaton

Pruitt, Francelle -- “But a Mournful Remedy”: Divorce in Two Texas Counties, 1841-1880 -- Campbell
SUMMER 1999

Alford, John Matthew -- The Power Politics of Hells Canyon -- Stephens


Hull, William -- The Many Battles of Glorieta Pass: Struggles for the Integrity of a Civil War Battlefield -- Stephens

Larsen, Pier W. -- No Thesis -- Campbell

Leonard, John McAlevey -- No Thesis -- Campbell

Lovell, Bonnie Alice -- Stoney Burns and Dallas Notes Covering the Dallas Counterculture, 1967-1970 -- Marcello


White, Kirk Andrew -- The Development of IAM District Lodge 776 in Fort Worth, Texas, 1942-1946: A Case Study in the Growth of Organized Labor During World War II -- Marcello

SPRING 2000

Leadabrand, Lisa Lynette -- No Thesis -- Seligmann

Mitchener, Donald Keith -- The Reformation-Era Church Courts of England: A Study of the Acta of the Archidiaconal and Consistory Court at Chester, 1540-1542 -- Stern

SUMMER 2000

Chipman, Gary Victor -- Robert Boyle and the Significance of Skill and Experience in Seventeenth-Century Natural Philosophy -- Morris

Erb, William -- No Thesis -- Lewis

Meisch, Lisa Kay -- No Thesis -- Lowe

Motl, Kevin Conrad -- Victims of Hope: Explaining Jewish Behavior in the Treblinka, Sobibor, and Birkenau Extermination Camps -- Eaton

Nicholas, Mark C. -- The Evolution of Gentility in Eighteenth-Century England and Colonial Virginia -- Morris
Sanchez, James Matthew Mark -- Interests Eternal and Perpetual: British Foreign Policy and the Royal Navy in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1937 -- Lowry

FALL 2000

Austin, Clara -- The Apologist Tradition: A Transitional Period in Southern Proslavery Thought, 1831-1845 -- Hagler

Justiss, Charnita Spring -- Sarah T. Hughes: Her Influence in Texas Politics -- Marcello

King, Jill Lanée -- No Thesis -- Campbell

Madding, Carol Henry -- “Singing for Blaine and for Logan!” Republican Songs as Campaign Literature in the 1884 Presidential Race -- Seligmann

SPRING 2001

Clampitt, Bradley -- The Break-Up of the Confederate Trans-Mississippi Army, 1865 -- Lowe

Jahnke, Todd -- By Air Power Alone: America’s Strategic Air War in China, 1941-1945 -- Lewis

McGrath, Charles George -- Southland, the Completion of a Dream: The Story Behind Southern Newsprint’s Improbable Beginnings -- Seligmann

SUMMER 2001

Kruckeberg, Robert Dale, Jr. – Dr. Richard Price, the Marquis de Condorcet, and the Political Culture of Friendship in the Late Enlightenment -- Morris

FALL 2001

Short, Steven Wesley -- Texas Annexation and the Presidential Election of 1844 in the Richmond, Virginia, and New Orleans, Louisiana, Newspapers -- Hagler

SUMMER 2002

Rowell, Audra Lynne – No Thesis

FALL 2002

Guzmán, Robert – Gritos de la Fontera: Giving Voice to Tejano Contributions in the Formation of the Republic of Texas, 1700-1850

Samples, Gil L. – Greek Texts and English Translations of the Bible . . . – Stern
SPRING 2003
Bridge, Kendra Lea – No Thesis

SUMMER 2003
Lakhan, Brenda – No Thesis
Ripley, Christopher – No Thesis

FALL 2003
Bean, Christopher Brian – James Earl Rudder: A Lesson in Leadership -- Lewis

SPRING 2004
Jones, Sarah Elizabeth – A Comparison of the Status of Widows in Eighteenth Century England and Colonial America -- Morris
Klemme, A. Christian – The Rise, Fall, and Redemption of Oran M. Roberts -- Campbell

SPRING 2004
Marchant, Lindsay Marie – No Thesis

SUMMER 2004
Dixon, Tricia Taylor – No Thesis

FALL 2004
Hathcock, James – Violence in Hunt County, Texas, During Reconstruction -- Campbell
Phelps, Wesley Gordon – “The “Sixties” Come to North Texas State University -- Campbell

SPRING 2005
Beard, Joseph Aaron – The Administration of Spain Under Charles V, Spain’s New Charlemagne -- Stern
Cervantez, Brian – Amon Carter: The Founder of Modern Fort Worth, 1930-1955 -- Marcello
Liles, Justin S. – Reluctant Partisan: Nathanael Green’s Southern Campaigns, 1780-83 -- Chet

Nelson, Robert Nicholas – Connecting Ireland and America: Early English Colonial Theory 1560-1620 -- Morris

Ray, Dulce Ivette – No Thesis

Stone, William Alden II – No Thesis

SUMMER 2005

Ragsdale, Rhonda – A Place to Call Home: A Study of the Self-Segregated Community of Tatums, Oklahoma, 1894-1970 – Turner

Stanley, Mark – Booze, Boomtowns, and Burning Crosses: The Turbulent Governorship of Pat M. Neff – Campbell

FALL 2005

Christman, Alexander – No Thesis -- Chet

Martin, Lisa A. – Children, Adolescents, and English Witchcraft -- Golden

Stewart, Michael – No Thesis

SPRING 2006

Boyle, Cynthia – No Thesis -- Chet

Campos, David – No Thesis

Fain, Gabriel – No Thesis

Gomez, Paul – No Thesis

Luisi, Peter – No Thesis


SUMMER 2006

Cochrane, Michelle – Educational Opportunities for Antebellum Women in Texas -- Campbell

Dunbar, Paul L. – Prince Hall Freemasonry: The Other Invisible Institution of the Black
Community – Dupont

Dunn, Kimberlee Harper – German Women: Mundium and Property, 400-1000 -- Stern

Hobratsch, Ben Melvin – Creole Angel: The Self-Identity of the Free People of Color of Antebellum New Orleans -- Hagler

Langston, Paul – Pursuit of Happiness: Struggling to Preserve Status Quo in Revolutionary Era Nova Scotia -- Chet

Machen, Chase – Legacy of Purgatory: Continuing English Eschatological Controversy-- Stern

Sutton, Jared Paul – Ethnic Minorities and Prohibition in Texas, 1888-1919 -- Campbell

Wiggans, Mark – No Thesis

FALL 2006

Arnold, Allison – No Thesis -- Navarro

Cranz, Jane Sloan – The Impact of a Father and Son on Texas: Isaac Van Zandt and Khleber Miller Van Zandt -- McCaslin

DeCoster, Charlotte – Jewish Children Hidden in Belgium During the Holocaust . . . -- Mierzejewski

Dirickson, Perry – School Spirit or Hate: The Confederate Battle Flag, Texas High Schools, and Memory, 1953-2002 – Turner

Miller, Jeffrey – No Thesis

SPRING 2007


De Santiago Ramos, Simone C. --“Dem Schwerte Muss der Pflug Folgen” : Über-Peasants and National Socialist Settlements in the Occupied Eastern Territories During World War Two -- Mierzejewski

Fossett, Victoria Lea – 1856: Southern Reaction to Conflict in Kansas and Congress – Hagler

Johnson, Michael P. – Skylab: The Human Side of a Scientific Mission -- Moye

Lamberson, Justin – No Thesis
Smith, Cody – No Thesis – McCaslin

SUMMER 2007

Busse, Michelle Conrady – Got Silk? : Buying, Selling, and Advertising British Luxury Imports During the Stamp Act Crisis -- Chet

Kaiser, Peter – No Thesis -- Lewis

Montandon, Joshua W. -- Battle for the Punchbowl: The U.S. First Marine Division's 1951 Fall Offensive of the Korean War -- Lewis

FALL 2007


Leath, Susan Elizabeth -- East is East and West is West: Philadelphia Newspaper Coverage of the East-West Divide in Early America -- Chet

Thompson, Mark Allen -- Space Race: African American Newspapers Respond to Sputnik and Apollo 11 -- Dupont

Tiftickjian, Andrew – No Thesis – Stern

SPRING 2008

Copeland, Cristen – What Went Wrong? How Arrogant Ignorance and Cultural Misconceptions Turned Deadly at the San Antonio Courthouse -- McCaslin

Hegi, Benjamin – Extermination Warfare? The Conduct of the Second Marine Division at Saipan -- Lewis

Houston, Kelly – Slaveholders and Slaves of Hempstead County, Arkansas – Campbell

Hutchins, Brian – General Nathan Twining and the Fifteenth Air Force in World War II -- Hurley

Lang, Andrew – “Victory is Our Only Road to Peace”: Texas, Wartime Morale, and Confederate Nationalism, 1860-1865 -- Lowe

Liles, Debbie – Wyatt Cephas Hedrick, Builder of Cities -- McCaslin

Mercado, Bianca -- With Their Hearts in Their Hands: Forging a Mexican Community in Dallas, 1900-1925 -- Calderón
Sabih, Mina – No Thesis

Sager, John – A Weak Link in the Chain: The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Truman-MacArthur Controversy During the Korean War -- Lewis

Sambulak, Nicholas – Actions and Operational Thinking of Generals Stratemeyer and Partridge During the Korean War: Adjusting to Political Restrictions on Air Campaigns -- Lewis

Yancey, Sherelyn – No Thesis – Moye

SUMMER 2008

Folsom, Bradley – Spanish La Junta de los Rios: The Institutional Hispanicization of an Indian Community Along New Spain’s Northern Frontier -- Navarro

Rose, Harriet – Dallas, Poverty and Race: Community Action Programs in the War on Poverty

Yancey, William – In Justice to Our Indian Allies: The Government of Texas and Her Indian Allies, 1836-1867 – McCaslin

FALL 2008

Alburaas, Theyab – The Anglo-Iraqi Relationship Between 1945 and 1948 -- Stockdale

SPRING 2009


Fortney, Jeffrey L., Jr.-- Slaves and Slaveholders in the Choctaw Nation, 1830-1866 – Hagler

Goss, Karen – No Thesis – Paz

Hudson, Aaron – No Thesis – McCaslin

LaCoco, Kimberley Ann – British Prime Minister Tony Blair’s Decision to Go to War in Iraq: An Evaluation of Motivating Factors – Paz

Lattner, Catherine Ashley – No Thesis – Paz

SUMMER 2009


Furgerson, Terrance – Non-Thesis – Lowe
Garrett, Bryan – Missionary Millennium: The American West, North and West Africa in the Christian Imagination – Stockdale

Grover, Sean – A Tuscan Lawyer, His Farms and His Family: The Ledger of Andrea di Gherando Canoli, 1387-1412 – Stern

Hamilton, Matthew – The Rise and Fall of a Revolutionary Friendship: George Washington and Thomas Paine, 1776-1796 – Chet

Kilgore, Deborah – Interweaving History: The Texas Textile Mill and McKinney, Texas – Turner

Mendez, Angel – Non-thesis – Navarro

Park, David – Grayson County, Texas, in Depression and War: 1929-1946 – Campbell

Patterson, Patrick – Debate Over the Corporeality of Demons in England, c. 1670-1700 – Golden

Mims, Dennis – Cathedral of Hope: A History of Progressive Christianity, Civil Rights, and Gay Social Activism in Dallas, Texas, 1965-1992 – Moye

FALL 2009

Chelvan, Richard D. – What Has Damascus to Do with Paris? A Comparative Analysis of the Taymiyya and Gregory Rimini – Stern

Ghafoori, Ali – Polemics in Medieval Sufi Bibliographies – Stockdale

Garrett, Grant A. L. – No Thesis – Stern

SPRING 2010

Fox, Lisa Ann – Cracking the Closed Society: James W. Silver and the Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi – Moye


SUMMER 2010

Newman, Corey Allen – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Pyle, Rhonda Lynne – Bad Blood: Impurity and Danger in the Early Modern Spanish Mentality – Paz

FALL 2010

Jones, Howard Lee – No Thesis – McCaslin
Northrop, Chloe Aubra – White Creole Women in the British West Indies: From Stereotype to Caricature – Morris

Thompson, Angela Marie – No Thesis – Turner

SPRING 2011


Acuff, Michele – No Thesis – McCaslin

Hendrick, Melissa – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Johnston, Stephanie – No Thesis – Turner

Miller, Michael M. – Cattle Capitol: Misrepresented Environments, Nineteenth Century Symbols of Power, and the Construction of the Texas State House, 1879-1888 – Smith

Musick, David C. – War By Other Means: The Development of United States Army Military Government Doctrine in the World Wars – Citino

Nance, William S. – Patton’s Iron Cavalry: The Impact of Mechanized Cavalry on the U.S. Third Army – Citino

Sijansky, Adam W. – Significance of Feudal Law in Thirteenth Century Customary Codes -- Stern

Spillers, Sara E. – No Thesis -- Turner

SUMMER 2011

Boetcher, Derek N. – The Art-Union and Photographs, 1839-1854: The First Fifteen Years of Critical Engagement between Two Cultural Icons of Nineteenth-Century Britain – Paz

Cloer, Katherine R. – A Champion for the Chicano Community: Anita N. Martínez and Her Contributions to the City of Dallas, 1969-1973 – Calderon

Cohen, Bruce D. – “Campaigns Replete with Instruction:” Garnet Wolseley’s Civil War Observations and their Effect on British Senior Staff College Training Prior to the Great War -- Wawro

Derbes, Brett J. – Prison Productions: Textiles and Other Military Supplies from State Penitentiaries in the Trans-Mississippi Theater during the American Civil War – Lowe


McLean, Erika – Beyond the Cabinet: Zbigniew Brzezinski’s Expansion of the National Security Advisor Position – Stockdale

Moore, John T. – No Thesis -- Citino

Simpson, Emily -- Cosmology, Extraterrestrial Life, and the Development and Character of Western European Thought in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries – Morris

Strietelmeier, Paul – Toward an Ecological Understanding of the Vendee: Old Myths and New Paradigms – Leggiere

Teel, Katherine – The Brazos Valley Groundwater Conservation District: A Case Study in Texas Groundwater Conservation – Campbell


FALL 2011

Bridges, Jennifer Rae – Skiddy Street: Prostitution and Vice in Denison, 1872-1922 – Campbell


SPRING 2012

Blacklock, Phillip Benjamin – No Thesis – Turner

Ewin, Kristen Foust – The Argei: Sex, War, and Crucifixion in Rome and the Ancient Near East -- Fuhrmann

Foreman, Nicholas – Continuity of Caste: Free People of Color in New Orleans’ Vieux Carré, 1804-1820 – Smith

Gleason, Mark Christopher – From Associates to Antagonists: The United States, Great Britain, the First World War, and the Origins of War Plan Red, 1914-1919 – Wawro

Griffin, John D. – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Johnson, Joseph – No Thesis – Seligmann

Morse, Eric – Myth of Strategic Superiority: U.S. Nuclear Weapons and Limited Conflicts -- Citino

Nesselhuf, Franklin Jon – General Paul Von Lettow-Vorbeck’s East Africa Campaign: Maneuver Warfare on the Serengeti
Pyles, Jesse – The Portuguese Expeditionary Corps in World War I – Wawro


Zelman, Laura E. Holsomback – Looting and Restitution During World War II: A Comparison Between the Soviet Union Trophy Commission and the Western Allies Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives Commission – Velikanova

SUMMER 2012

Hayworth, Jordan R. – A Revolution in Warfare? The Army of the Sambre and Meuse and the 1794 Fleurus Campaign – Leggiere

Kelley, Brittany Jane – Chronic Myopia: Foundations of Contemporary Perspectives in the Balkans – Stockdale

Kroh, Katherine Nicole – No Thesis – Hagler

FALL 2012

Edwards, Cody – The Highsmith Men, Texas Rangers – McCaslin

Fields-Hawkins, Stephanie N. – Frances Farenthold: Texas’ Joan of Arc – Turner

Roberts, Jackie – Women’s Basketball and the American Dream – Campbell

SPRING 2013

Alvarado, Naomi Ellen Brooks – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Buchy, Mark B. – Adapting on the Plains: The United States Army’s Evolution of Mobile Warfare in Texas, 1848-1859 – McCaslin

Coffield, Aaron – No Thesis – Lowe


Duch, Anna M. – My Crown in My Heart, Not in My Head: Heart Burial in England, France, and the Holy Roman Empire from Medieval Times to the Present – Stern

Ha, Dong – The Ho Chi Minh Trail and Operation Commando: The Failure of an Aerial Interdiction Campaign – Citino

Haeussler, Bailey Ryan – No Thesis – Campbell
Hawkins, Stephanie Michele – No Thesis – Stockdale

Vigus, Robert Thomas – Fortification Renaissance: The Roman Origins of the Trace Italienne – Fuhrmann

Willis, Angela – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Zinsou, Cameron Goussanou-Agoma – The Strategic and Operational Debate Over Operation Anvil: The Allied Invasion of Southern France in August 1944 – Citino

SUMMER 2013

Jarrett, Nathan W. – The Enemy of My Enemy is What, Exactly? The British Flanders Expedition of 1793 and Coalition Diplomacy – Leggiere

Kline, James A. – No Thesis – Citino

McKee, David – Lester Walton’s Champion: Black America’s Uneasy Relationship with Jack Johnson – Wallach


Zhong, Wenrui – Military-Diplomatic Adventurism: Communist China’s Foreign Policy in the Early Stage of the Korean War – Tanner

FALL 2013

Baker, James – Paul and Slavery: A Conflict of Metaphor and Reality -- Furhmann

Findlater, Michelle Janet – Pocky Wenches versus La Pauvre Femme: Medical Perceptions of Venereal Disease in Seventeenth-Century England and France -- Morris

Fitz-Simons, Anna Katelin – The Political, Economic, and Military Decline of Venice Leading Up to 1797 -- Stern

Goldmann, Kerry Lauren – Dramatizing Lynching and Labor Protest: Case Studies Examining How Theatre Reflected Minority Unrest in the 1920s and 30s -- Wallach

Lopez, Javier – Josephus’ Jewish War and the Causes of the Jewish Revolt: Reexamining Inevitability -- Fuhrmann

Merrill, Linda Elizabeth – No Thesis – Campbell

Mila, Brandon Herman – Hermanos de Raza: Alonso S. Perales and the Creation of the LULAC Spirit – Calderon
Villareal-Thaggard, Kimberly – Reclaiming the Flock: Innocent III, the 1215 Canon and the Role of the Sacraments in Reforming the Catholic Church – Stern

Wheatley, Warren – Historical and Theological Backgrounds of the Whore of Babylon in Revelation 17 and 18 in a Jewish Context – Fuhrmann

SPRING 2014

Akins, Kelly Lane – No Thesis – Velikanova


Kamman, David Paul – No Thesis – Seligmann

Menking, Christopher – Remembering the Forgotten D-Day: The Amphibious Landing at Collado Beach during the Mexican War – McCaslin

Puyyear, Lauren Kay – A Curious Collection of Visitors: Travels to Early Modern Cabinets of Curiosity and Museums in England, 1660-1800 – Golden

Rider, Robyn N. – No Thesis – Fuhrmann

Scoville, Michelle Freeman -- No Thesis - Stern

SUMMER 2014


Brooks, Cassandra Marie – Cultural Exchange: The Role of Stanislavsky and the Moscow Art Theatre’s 1923 and 1924 American Tours – Velikanova


Lilly, Marshall Jacob – Companion to the Gods, Friend to the Empire: The Experiences and Education of the Emperor Julian and How It Influenced His Reign 361-363 AD – Fuhrmann

Rodriguez, Ismael – George S. Patton and the Lost Cause Legacy – McCaslin
Ruffing, Jason Levi – A Century of Overproduction in American Agriculture – Wise

Smith, Eric Cartwright – A Pre-Professional Institution: Napoleon’s Marshaleate and the Defeat of 1813 – Leggiere


Williams, David Jonathan – Company A, Nineteenth Texas Infantry: A History of a Small Town Fighting Unit – McCaslin

FALL 2014

Morris, Andrew D. – No Thesis – McCaslin

Pearson, Jesse D. – No Thesis -- Stockdale